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Continued Fractions: Uses in Indeterminate Equations of 

First and Second Degree 

Continued fractions are a method to obtain an end: they 

prove to be very useful in higher algebra in solving first 

and second degree indeterminate equations. It i8 my purpose 

in this paper to review the theory of continued fractions, and 

to demonstrate the major uses of this technique. In some 

cases I will introduce methods which may be used FS supple-

ments to the continued fraction technique, and atte~pt to 

compare the procedures and results of both methods. 
0",," b 

1. An expression of the form c t ~ is what 

is what is known as a continued e. ~ ~ 

~~ ~ .' • 
fraction; where a, b, c, d, e, ••• are any quantities one may 

choose. This expression is the most general caSE: of a 

continued fraction. The abreviated form of this expression is 

• At this early period, however, 

we shall consider a more useful form of a continued frFction. 

2. This is the form 

are any quantities. l 

~\~ ---
4 •• 

3. This expression may be written as 

where a , a , and a , 
\ 1. 3 

where 

the addition sign below the fraction line indicates adding 

the nex~raction as is shown in article (2). 

---------------------------------------------------,----------------
1. H. S. Hall and S. R. Knight, Higher Algebra, j~th edition, 

(London, 1932), p. 273. 
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If the number of quotients aI' R2' R3' ••• is finite, the con

tinued frsction is a terminating continued fraction; if this 

is not the case the continued frBction is said to be a non-

terminating continued fraction. The latter will be discussed 

in a later section of the paper. 

To convert a given fraction into a continued fre.ction the 

following procedure may be used. 

4. Suppose~ is the given fraction; divide m by n. Let Rl 
'l.. 

be the quotient and p the remainder; ~ -=- A., \- P. , lNrhere p~n. 
~ 1'\ 

\ 
This quantity may be wri tten ~ -:. c., '" ~ , which is 

r 
identical with the first quantity. One may now divi.de n by p, 

allowing a 2 to be the quotient and q the remainder; the", 

!l - C-\ '" 'L ?- "1. f 
\t\ \ 

or 1-:" <.'\."l.t- i> Divide :p by q and let 
'L 

the quotient be a
3

; the remainder will be r. This process may 

be continued indefinitely until the last division yields ar 

in teger. The result wilJ. eventually be in this form: 

~ _ 0. \ .-\- ':"\_~ 
Y\ - ~"l,.+_\ which may be written 

o..)-\- ••• 

Any fraction whose numerator and denominator are positive 

may be converted into a continued fraction. 

Example: Convert the fraction 

~ ':. 5' + ~"'\ --:. 5 \. 1-
J 5,\ ,s:-'f l!.:!-
s+ 1- I ~i 

.!..!.! ~ 5" + 4t\\ ~ 
3") y\ 

5+ 
'i + ...... \ __ -

3-\ ~ 
l-\- "3 

.~ 

2. Ibid., p. 274. 

into a continued fraction. 

.. 

• 
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To simplify this long procedure one may use t.he famlliar 

technique of finding the greatest common measure of m and n. 

The arrows indicate the divisor dividing the dividend, and 

L\ 15,\ :> 
}... t\ ?> -l-

3 ~ \ 

the quotients are placed adjacent to the dividends; the 

remainders are entered below the dividend and become the new 

divisors. The dividend is the previous divisor. To illustrate 

this, dividing 832 by 159 yields 5, with a remainder of 37; 

dividing 159 by 37 yields 4 and a remainder of 11, and so on. 

One can observe that by writing the quotients in order the 

original fraction has been converted into a continued fraction 

with a minimum of effort. 

5. The fractions obtained by stopping at the first, second, 
are 

third, •.• ,Aconvergents of the continued frf-,ction,,3 Each 

successive convergent is closer to the true v,slue of the 

continued fraction, as will be demonstrated later'. 

6. The convergents are alternately less and greater than the 

4 \ l.. continued fraction. Assume Q., t- '\-... -\- c..;,- •.. reprElsents the 

continued fraction. The first convergent is 13.1. It is less 

than the continued frFction because : .. -\0 .L i:3 excluded. ~_ o..~ \0 • ' • 

The second convergent is ; this is too great 

because the denominator of the second part is too small, with 

._\-being larger than Q I which is the second step in 
:t,.-T'_ 

"'-3\-· •. 

converting a fraction to a continued fraction. 

3. Ibid., p. 274. 

4. Ibid., p. 275. 
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d t (I.-\-l \ The thir convergen, \ ~~~~) , is too small because 

is smaller than the required and 

so on. 

7. The convergents of an odd order are all less than, and the 

convergents of an even order are all greater than the con-

t inued fraction. This is true for all cases; if m i:s smaller 

thEn n assume al= o. 
8. To find what the convergent might be corresponding to any 

particular quotient of the continued fraction, a method of 
0,. -\-~ L \ 

fOl"mation will now be developed. Assume \ 4~ -\- v,.~~ 4,,\'" 

is the continued fraction. The first three convergEmts are 

~\ ) C\..o.~~\ ~l ~o.\c"l.,*,\) \ <.\\ , which may be derived 
'\ ~ C( } .Q. ').. -\- \ 

by stopping at any quotient. The convergent at al is just a1; 

c\., -\- hl..:' 0. ~ 0.., \-~ 

ilL ",,\-

G.. "& ) 

o..l.,\-.L -
0..,3 

-:.. C\. ~ l o..~4, \. \ ) \. <l 
--;::---;::----->\ • 

~"l.C\3-\-\ 

The numerator of the third convergent is formed by multiplying 

the numerator of the second by the third quotient, and adding 

the numerator of the first convergent; the denominator is formed 
denominator 

by multiplying the third quotient· _c· by the A of the 

second convergent and adding the denominator of the first convergent. 

9. Suppose the t the successive convergents are formed in a 

similar manner; assume the numerators are denoted by Pl' P2' 

P3,· •• and the denominators by ql' q2' q3' •••• Suppose the 
ith process of formation for convergents holds true for the n 

convergent, where n~3. Let P",~~",~,,_\\-~ ...... 'l..) '1.."\-:.O" ..... 9.~-\+'L"'-~ for 

some value of n. The (n;.- 1) th convergent differs: from the nth 

5. Ibid., p. 275. 
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convergent only in having the quotiento.y\~.L in place of an •
6 

~"'It\ 

The (n+-\)th convergent, if a law is to be estabLLshed in the 

formation of convergents, should follow the previously intro

duced pattern. The (n~l)th convergent equals, 

\"1\0.1/\_"'+ \') \'~-\ \- (AI/\H ?Y\-, 
~I'\ n.~-\o\ -\- \ ~ '""'-, -\- 0...11\.,-\0\ 'l",-:\. 

~ 1/\." \ \ 0..", Pn -, -\- \>y\-l.) \- ?~_\ 
Q..",\.\ (0. ..... ~""'-\-t- '\ .. ."\'-1.) \. <t"'-\ 

-::. ~ ""~ \ \' ..... -\- \> ""-\ 
f.\ V\-+ \ 1.-"'.... 9...,. .... _\ .. 

One. may observe that the (n~l)th convergent follows the pattern 

assumed above for some n (9). Consequently the law of the 

formation o~ successive convergents is shown to be true by 

the use of mathematical induction. 

Example: Find the successive convergents of the continued 

fraction }..\-.L \ .L ~ l.. 
\i>\- \+ l ~ \\-\- L' 

1. • \" +J..::. \ 3 

f\o ,_ L' lS~ -\-:l! 
C;; - 1.. "'"\ L\ \- \~ 

\0 \. ) 

\\·l.~-\-IS 
,\ '\~' \ 

- ~ ~4 
I 10 \ 

10. If will be convenient to call a the nth partial quotient; 
n 

the complete quotient at this stage being Q..", ~.1_ 1. 
Q..,\~\ \- ~W"\'-l... ",," • 

The complete quotient at any stage may be denoted by k. The 

, ~ :.o..Y'\'?V\-\~"\"\-~ 
partial quotient at any stage 1S 'LI"\ o.."'/{. .... -\ \-~"q."'_'J..- ) 

if the continued fraction is represented by x, the" .x differs 

from ~..'\ only in taking the complete quotient k instead of the 

partial quotient an •7 

6. Ib i d., p. 276. 
7 • Ib i d., p. 276 
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11. If the comple te quotient k is taken ins tead of P", , x 
8 '\. ..... 

'f.. ~ K ?""-\ + \'",-:1.. 
takes the form - Q. 

y .... L.-,,-I '" <1...",.1-
th 

12. If y~ is the n convergent of a continued fraction, then 
"l.", n 9 

Pnqn-l- Pn - l qn =- (-1) • To prove this important property of 

convergents first assume a continued fraction is represente,y 

o..,-\- ~ \- ~ ... ~ ".. , .' ; then by substituting in the '\Talues for 
..... I , 

Pn and qn we he.ve ~",<t.~-\- \''''"a. ..... :.l(X~~~-\4-?I'\_~lct..I'\-\-- p ... -\lO''''''L ... -\*1....'''-~) 
~ ~~? ... -,9.. ... -\\- ?~_L<t ... -\-\' .... _\ Q~~",-\,- cy~_\ ct,.",,-). 
- \: \\ \. ~'\-\ ~'<f\-'l.. - ,?",,~, '\."'_, ') 

-=- \: \ \~ l~ .... -~ 1-"'-~ - ? "'-!) 9..~ -l. ) ') in a like 

manner, •• ~ _ _ .. • • 

:. \:. \'-'-l ~l. 'h - P, «1.1.\ Eu t ~"\. ~ \ .... ~\ '\. '":. l C'.I. \ c;,,,, ~ \) _ ~ , • ~l. -=-\ -= \:: \ ,'l. 
Therefore \' v-'1....,,-,-'?"'-, \,,':ot~~ · If the continued flt'ac tion is 

less than unity, the result will hold true. Here a
l

:. 0, and 

the first convergent is zero. 

13. Each convergent must be in lowest terms, be(~e.use if p 
n 

and qn had a common divisor it would divide PI'\'1.. .... -\-~""'-\1.\o'\' or 

unity, which is impossible. 10 

14. The difference between two successive convergents is a 

fraction whose numer8tor is unity; 
\ 

'1.\-\'1..",-\ by article (12). 

15. Each convergent is closer to the value of the: continued 

fr£ction than any of the preceding convergents. ll 

denotes the continued fraction, and ~~ , P .... ~\ ) 
-L" '1.",,,", 

Suppose .x 

and 
PV\~). -ct....,.~1.... are three successive convergents; then by (11), x 

differs f 
t>",~ l. 

rom -'i. .... ~~ 
quotient instead of 

8. Ibid. , p. 276. 
0 Ibid. , p. 277 / . 
10. Ibid. , p. 277. 
11. Ibid. , D. 278. 

only in taking the complete (n~2)th 

• 
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Denote this by k: then ~ '::, K \,I"\~\ -\- ~ '" '" _ P"" _ k D""., ~ ~... ~ "\ _ _ f, -, _ f", 

K rt~\ \- tt", ~ K '\.n~\i-9. '" \"" 

\<.. \... \> .... +\1'"\ -Ci~-\-\ P", ~ 
'l~ l k. ~Y\.ic-\ ~9..."" \ 

VVII.,,"\ _ "I.. '=: l>",,+\C\ '" _ (> ... 0, ~ \ ::.. 
't~~\ ct V\.'\ \ ( '"' 9..~\ -\.'\."") 

Now k is greater than unity, and there-

fore one may observe that in both csses the difference between 

Y"'''.l and x is numerieally less than the difference between 
q.", -\-\ 
~ and x. Consequently every convergent is'clos€:r to the value 
tt'" 

of the continued fr8ction than any of the preceding convergents. 

16. By considering articles (6) and (14) together one may 

observe that the convergents of an odd order continually increase 

but are always less tLBn the continued fraction; and oonvergents 

of an even order decrease continually, but their values are 

alwEys greater than the continued fraction. 

17. Limits of error may be estFblished in taking any convergent 

12 ?"" for the value of the continued fraction. ' Again suppose ~ l 

~ ""~\ P 
~ \ ) and _ "'~1. 
. '-~ "r ct..r\. ___ "1-

continued fr8ction. 

are three successive convergents of a 

Let k denote the complete (nt2)th quotient. 

As before, 

::. 

12. Ibid., p. 279. 
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From the last article it is apparent that the error in taking 
I 

\>'" for the continued fraction x is less than 1.:'\.10'\.\\ ' or 

'""" 
('l- ~ l '1 " since <1..V\-\-\ '~O'~+\'l,,+9..~-\. Consequently' ~- ~: ~-- o.L, tt.,: ' 
,--'" Q",,"\ Jo\+1~-\) .~ 

end finally the larger a 1 is the closer ~ approximates the n+ L~ 

oontinued fraction. 

One may conclude, then, that any convergent whIch 

immediately precedes a large quotient is a near approximation 

of the continued fraction. 

The properties of continued fractions enable us to find 

two small integers whose retio closely approximates to that 

of two incomrnensuralbe quanitities, or to that of tw'O quanitities 

whose exact ratio can be expressed only with large integers. 

18. Any convergent of a continued fraction is a nearer 

approximation of the continued fraction than any other fraction 

with a smaller denominator. 13 To show this let x be the 

continued fraction and ~W\.:1 \ ?" 
'l..Y.-\ (t.", 

be two consecutive co nvergents. 

Assume the fraction~ with denominator s 

x than~; thenjmust be neBrer x than 

x lies between ~'" 8nd~?=-\ (15), r must be 
(1.", (L.f\-\ S 

Therefore ..t. - ~ ..... -\ Z ~- ~ ...... -\ 
\ s~, r~b'_\ Ci.-",-I, 

G c.~ , (16). Then ~ - ~"'-\ ~ _\- ,or 
LI'I. LI-l-\ &'L>-.-\ ~'i",-\ 

But ,'S, is a fraction since s was assumed 
i?'/....,. 

less than q is nearer n 

y~-\ (l.S). Because 
~""-\ 
lbetween V", and V""_\ 

~ ~-\. 
which is less than 

is an :integer. An integer cannot be less than a fraction, and 

consequently, our assumption is false. 

13. Ibid., p. 280. 
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By indirect proof, then, ~must be neerer the continued 
ct'" 

fraction than.!: • 
'> 

19. If~ and.~ are two consecutive convergents to a continued 
't- l' 

fraction x, then~5~ is greater or less than x 2 , HJcording as 
v/c'\\ 

~ '""~ a is greater than or 
L 

?~ 14 
less than ~. Choose k to be the 

"'"J.. .• 

complete quotient corresponding to~he convergent immediately 

following p. Then one may set '/....= 

The ref ore ~ _ ~ ... -:. ~_ ~\<.. \.+? ~'1. 

by (11'). 

"t l.. c <" \ ~t;:"--:'-1+r-
'-~ \<..'L: ~'L 

::. \' ~ \ l \<.. i. +-'t. l '>..- '1~'1..1 l \<. ~ , ~ ~ ')"1-

'L\.\ l ~ 1..\ ~ 1..\1-

~~\ l K~tL~ \- 1..\<.'t "L\ ~1"l.)_ 'i. <1.. \ l k"L ? \ ~ + '1- ~ \"~ \

'L \.' \.. K 1-: lr 1\).-

The numerator may be factored into 
l\<. ~ ~ \ ~ - ~ ~I..'i.. 'X ~~ -- \:''1-.\ 

1.... 1-\ \.. V<- 1-.' \- l)... ) 

The factor \<:.. .... ?\;;~- r'L is positive because p t ) p, q t > q, since 

each succes s i ve numerator is greater than the onE: before, as 

are successive denominators. But k is greater than one; 

therefore ~~~ ') or < x2 , according as pq l_p' q is posl ti ve or 

negEtive, which depends on whether ~) or ~ ~~-\ 

• 

20. By investigation one may show that the e:xpressions 

222 pq l_plq, ppt-qq .. 'x , p2_q x , and ,2 2 2 15 q. x -p' have the same sign. 

This investigation follows: 

14. Ibid., p. 281. 

15. Ib id., p. 281. 

1-" ?' (A) If 'L ) 'L\ \" \ , then ~ 1- ,) ~ t 
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and the expressions are positive. From 

00\') '\. \ \ '.1.., (B) from which \ \ ~'I.' or~~-'tct.:~ /\ • 

) 

In a similar manner one may show the expressions to be 

~. {/.' negative when . - .'\.,. 
t '-1-

With the now existing proofs and laws 

the theory of continued fr·actions becomes a valuable aid in 

solving indeterminate equations of first and second degree. 

The next portion of this paper will be devoted to uslng the 

theory of terminating continued fr[ctions to solve and dis

cover techniques which are useful in working v11 tb. linear 

equations of the first degree. 

Indeterminate equations of the first degree are of the 

form ax .±. by =- ~ c. Any linear equa tion involving two integral 

unknowns x and y may be reduced to this form. An equation 

of this form, as will be seen, has an unlimited number of solutions. 

Because of the unlimited number of solutions we shall 

consider only positive integral solutions. One may easily 

adjust the following procedures to find all solutions. It 

is evident that ax~ by.::. -c has no positive solutions. 

Consequently we will confine our discus sion to ax =. by =- c; 

however, the theory could easily be ap;)lied to ax ~ by:.. -0. 

21. One may find solutions in positive integers of the 

equation ax ~ by:::. c. 16 Suppose ~is converted into a continued 

fraction; let~ be the convergent just preceeding ~. By 

article (12} aq-bp-=.+l. 

Case 1. 

If aq-bp~ 1, the given equation ax-by ~c may be written: 

16 • Ib i d., P • 285. 
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"'- 'f.. - b ~:::. <. ~I\..- 'b t \ 
0.."" - 'o~::. c.. ()..L - c.... '-':>'( 
0...1--- c..~~~ 'b~-(..'o? 

0,. \... 'i-. - '-'1-""= \':)" ~_ '- ~ \ 

By the original supposition a and b have no common divisor. 

Therefore x-cq must be divisible by b, and y-cp :nust. be 

divisible by a. Therefore x-cq - t ~ ,":,~o=~~o? 
\;" - (-\ 

or 

x-cq-::. bt, y-cp =- at; hence x ~ bt -\ cq, y-= at +cp. Positive in-

tegral values may be obtained by giving t any poitive integral 

value, or any negEtive value less than the smaller of the two 

quantities ~, ~. The negative values must be smaller because 
b 01-

cq must be greater than bt, and cp must be greater than at in 

order for x and y to be positive; zero also could be used as 

a value of t. 

Case II. 

If aq-bp·=.. -1, G\. 1-. - \? ~-;:. - c.. ,,0.. 'L - \"J ~ '\ 

C\. '" - \:;n-,) =- - c. 0" r.L + L \7 t' 
0.. 'k ~ c. 0..1::.. \7 v~ \- Co \;. ~ 

0.. \..)(. ~ c...1..\~ ~(~~ '--~\ 

Using the same reasoning as was used in Case~, b must divide 

:x-\-cq, and a must divide y +- cp. Therefore 'f....\- c.~::.. 
'b 

t, some integer. From this one can solve again for x and y: 

x-\-cq-=-bt, x-:. bt-cq; y::..at-cp. Positive integral solutions 

may be obtained by giving to t positive integral values 

which are greater than the smallest of the quant.ities, c:~ 

~ ~ 
and ~. Once ae#n it may be observed that the mxmbe:r of 

solutions is unlimited. Also t may be given a negative 

value if this value is numerically less than the smaller of 

~ and ~ • 
b q 
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It is obvious that one need not restrict the solutions 

to positive values, but to simplify maters we will continue 

to find solutions in terms of positive integral numbers. 

Case III. 

If either a or b is unity, the fraction ~ cannot be 
\J 

converted into a continued fraction an4the above method will 

not work. When this occurs, however, the solutions may be 

written down by inspection. If, say, a.=l, the equation is 

x-by =- c, and x -=- by \-c; by giving y different values one eas ily 

finds x. In the same manner if b ~ 1, the equation is ax-y::. c, 

from which y=ax-c. Positive values may be found by giving 

x values such that ax)c. 

Example: Find solutions in posi ti ve integers of 29x·-42y:::- S. 

First 00 nvert 41. into a continued fraction. t.\1.. -::.. \ ~\~ 
T(;\ ~o\ ~ '\ 

4'\ :::'- \ \- L 1. 1.. 
).'\ l..~ '-\ \. ~ 

The convergents of this continued fraction are, 1- 'i.) \ ~ ,""_"-\ ') 1. -a I 
, 2.C\ 

The convergent immediately preceeding 

l\,L~-~.,-\~ 
::. ~ ~\ '\ - ~ "\ 1 -::. - \ ' 

Therefore .... CIt l 5 ". ) .... l j.." -. \~ ) ~ ~)- l ~ ,". S-

J...L\\(\-1c.5'j -:... Yl..\~\-'-\5') 

~~ ~ \..~~ -=- t c'"- "" '\.",\. ~ ~\. ~ (". 
l.\ 1-1.. "\) ...) 

The algebriac solution is then, x=- 42t-lS, y-=- 29t-4S. 

Letting t-::..2, one finds that x -::..19, y'=-13 are solutions of the 

equation. 

Example: Solve the equation 7S5x-711y=..1. The continued 

fr8ction is 755 -::.. t +-1-.L .L .L 'rhe convergents 
~ J~ t· 1.0 t- .3 \- l • 

of this continued frE> ctlon are L Q.. 10) :,'} \, 't 5"":::;- • 
\ ') I ~ \ -~ 'I) -"- ')-

~O\ '\\\ 
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The convergent immediately preceeding ~ 
\) 

Therefore '\ 5 5· ) Q \. - '\ \ \. ::-, :z \, ::: -!:.. \ 
}:,\\ '35"- 2~\\ 81.::. -::... -\ 

'1-"'- '\ \\ *-.- '?'v", 

"\ -- '155*- - 3 "2.. \0 

Let t -= 1, x=- 404, y -=- 429. 

is -

One may observe now an important use of continued frac-

tions. Continued fractions prove to be a useful technique 

in solving linear equations which possess large coefficients. 

22. If one solution otfthe equation ax·- by -=- c is given, a 

general solution for all positive integers may be developed. 17 

Suppose h, k is a solution of ax-by ::.. c. Then ah-bk ·:::-.c. 

Therefore, ax-by -;c. ah-bk, and a (x-h)~- b (y-k) • As before 

"'...::S --::.. ~ =...J.:., an integer. The general solution is then 
\::, '-'" 

X -::. h \- bt, Y -=- k -\-a t. 

23. One may also find solutions of the equation axArby:: c, if 

there are any.18 Again let ~be converted into E! continued 
\:> 

fraction, and let.f.. be the convergent just prec:eeding ~ ; (L 
then aq-bp~'!:..l (12). 

Case 1. 

If aq - bp -=- 1, ax '\"" by =- c ( a q - bp ) 

ax~ by ~caq-cbp 

a(cq-x)::::..b(y+cp) 

Since a and b have no common divisor \.. ~I-) -- ~ ~~~ - t, 
\:::> (A. 

some integer. Therefore x::. bt-cq, y=- cp-at. Positive 

integral solutions may be obtained by giving to t positive 

integral vflues greater than .s..?- and less than '4::-
~ D 

17 _ Ibid., p. 286. 

18. Ibid., p.287. 
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The number of positive solutions is limited, but if one 

disreguards the signs of the solutions, the number of solutions 

is unlimited. 

Case II. 

If aq-bp::.. -1, 
.x~ by::... -c (aq-bp) 
ax ~ by"::.. -caq + cbp 
a(x +cq) ~ b(cp- y) 

;{ ~ '-' '1 :::. C:::X-:::-~ t, an integer, and :X:'::' bt-cq, 
b 0-

Y -:::. cp-at. Positive integral solutions may be obtained by 

giving t positive integral values greater than ~_ and less 
\:. 

than C:i? Agfin the number of positive solutions is limited, 
q 

but if the signs of the solutions are disreguarded, the 

number is unlimited. 

Case III. 

If either a or b is unity, the solutions ma:r be found 'aJr 

inspection as in Case III of (21). 

24. If one solution in positive integers of the equation 

ax," by ~ c has been found, one may establish a general 

solution.19 Let h, k be a solution of the equation ax ~by :::::c; 

then ah \- bk -=- c, and ax +- by::. ah.!r bk 
ax-ah ::..bk-by 
a(x-h).:. b(k-y) 

~ -=- v-::.:~-.:~ 
\) G ... 

t, an integer. 

Therefore x::. bt -'r h, y.:: k-at, the general solution. 

25. At times it will be helpful to find the number of solu

tions in positive integers of the equation ax-\-by.=-c. 20 

19. Ibid., p. 287. 

20. Ibid., p. Z&-3 
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To find this number let ~ be converted into a 00 ntinued frEo~on, 
\;> 

and let.£ be the CD nvergent just preceeding ~_; then aq-bp ::.:9... 
~ ~ 

Case I. 

If aq-bp::: 1, the general solution is then x ~ cq-bt, 

y -::... a t-cp, by article (24). Pos i ti ve solutions msy be found 

by giving t positive integ-ral values less than ~-'t, and 
\;, 

greater than <::..:? Suppose ~ and c are not integers. In • \? c\ 

order for ~and '=4.. to be integers 2 must divide~, and b must 
~ b 

divide c since p is smaller than a, and q is smaller' than b; 

the numeretor and denominator of a convergent is ab,rays larger 

than the previous convergent's numer£.tor and den8minator. 

Then s..?:: m+-f, and c-t:: n t-g, where mend n ere :positive 
CA \:, 

integers, and f and g are proper fractions. The least value 

of t is m!'-l because t mus t be grea ter than Sl?- and be an 
0, 

integer. The greatest value of t is then n as t cannot be 

greater than~ and nrust be an integer. 
\7 

A. C. ("1 _ < c \( _ ,~ \ _ '- ' _ \------r_ .- y .-\. - ,. \ , ( '\ 

\:i c" . 

C:c~._ .~ \_ Sr --c,\ -=-
b (:.., , 

l- \ -~~l=-~_~ \ \- \- -~ \ 
o..\, 

- l~ \- ';- - (~ C \ L ') 

Since n-m is an integer, f. \- ~ - (\ is an integer. Then 
q\.... ~ 

n-m~ 5- 1::- some frE: c tion, according 8 s f is gree ter or less 
c,,'v 

than g. Therefore the number of solutions is the integer 

nearest :\), greater or less according to whether f) g or f<g. 

B. If £. is an integer, g = 0 and one value is x-.:: O. 
\;:> 
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If \ is an integer, then x=.O when y--:. ~. Since g-=-O, the 

number of solutions is Co ~f, which must be an integer. There
u\.\; 

fore the number of solutions is the greatest integer in c \-- \ ' 
c\.\::, 

or ~ , depending on whether x = 0, Y 2 S::.. is counted as a 
~u b 

positive solution. 

C. SUDDose that L is an integer. In this case f = 0, and 
... .L r \.. 

one value of y is zero. 

If x~ '=-, y -:::.. O. Including this solution would make the 
"" 

least value of t in x::-cq-bt, y-=-at-cp, mj and~he greatest 

value would be n. 

one would have 

Since n--Sl, and m::..~ if 
b l.-\ 

:<·~~-t )~.=..{_~ 
\) b ~ c, 
.i... -=- V\ - Y\ 

\-:> 

') ~ = ~) . 

t WeB m or n 

Consequently if the range of t is m ~ t L n one would have all 

possible positive solutions, which would total n··m \- 1, because 

m must be included as 8. solution. 

D. If c. and s.... are both integers, f-= 0, and g ::.0;: 
.,'\. \:;. 

there-

fore both x and y would have a zero value. In this case the 

least value of t is m, and the greatest value is nj hence the 

number of solutions is again n-m l,- 1, or 

Case II. 

If aq-bp = -1, the general solution is x -::_ bt··cq, y-=- cp-at. 

Similar results will be obtE:ined in this case. 

Thus far the theory of continued fractions has helped to 

sol ve equations of the form ax ±- by "'- ~ c. Also by using the 

elementary theory of cor:vergents to a continued fraction the 

number of possible solutions to the above equation may be 

establisheCil. 
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Example: Find the number of positive solutions of(the equa-

tion 11x+ lSy~ 1031. First rewrite the equation as by --\-- ax -= 1031. 

Then convert .~ into a continued fraction. 

The convergents to this continued fraction are 

Then.e is L:L, and aq -bp -= 1. 
1- :~ 

15y·\- llx -~ 1031 (lS. 3 -4 ·11) 

11x {- 1031· 4 • 11 = 10 31 ~ IS' 3 - 15 y • 

11 (x -\-4124) ~ IS (3093-y) 

J.... \- ~ \ )., ~ -=- ~ ~ t\ ~ - ~ ---l <-; 1\ 

'f.... -:.. I S I:: _ Li \ "Ll-\ ., '-;:,= ~ \J (\ 3, - \ \ t Q 

If t.=- 280, x .=-76, y -= 13 is a solution. The total number of 

positive integral solutions may be found by finding ~ , and 
(",b 

then setting n-m::S: ~ f-g. (2S-A) 
C71".b 

Examp Ie : 11\ -- V', "'- <:- \- l"-\ _ ~ 
'''Q Is '\ 

- \0 -\- <:U ;- G '-\ 
I \,S 1'0 5 

vv-.. - "'::. '\. 

The number of positive integral solutions to the equation 

llx .!t-lSy ~ 1031 is 7. 

• 

It is comparatively easy theoretiC8.11y to solve three equations 

Of)three unknowns. One merely eliminates by a serles of operations 

two of the unknowns; this is known as solving equations 

simultaneously. This method does not work, hOVlever, 'fhen one 

needs to solve two equations of three unknowns. One ofjthe 

important func tions of tte theory of continued frE. c tions is 

to provide a method of finding solutions to two equations of 

three unknowns. 

26. First consider the solution in positive integers of 

eoua tions of the form ax-\-- by t-- cz .", d. By adding -c!~ to both 

s ides of the equation one may obtain ax.l,--- by =- d-c z. 
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One may then give z successive values of 0,1,2, ••• , from 

which equations of the form ax+-by-:::..c ' evolve. Equations 

of this form may be solved by the method already discussed (23). 

Example: Find solutions of the equation 7x-'r"4y"r 19z =18. 

Let Z:::.... 1, 7x+ 4y =-18 -19z. 

By (23-11), convert 1-
1..-\ 

into a continued fraction. '1 - t.\-.L \ 

y~ 2 ""'- 7t, I-x -::..4t 
y =- 7t -2, 1- 4t -:::.. x 

'\ • \ - 1-\ . 1. ::.. -\ 

~ 1-- \-l..\ "\ -=- \ ~ -, - '??') 
'-\ 'J t- l..\ • 'l.. ~ '\ - '\ .,", 

4"~-\-L.\ ~ \~\_~\ 

\ -'ll -
~ 

'-\ \+- :) 

It is obvious that one cannot obtain integral solutions where 

x and yare both positive. Solutions where x and. yare of 

different signs may easily be obtained by giving t various 

values. Remembering that z was set at 1, if t ::: lone has 

x -:::.-3, y ~5 and z ::.1 as a solution. 

27. If two simultaneous equations are involved, ax -\- by "r CZ .=:: 

d, and a I x t- b I y-\- C t Z -::. d I, one may find posi ti ve solutions 

by proceeding in the following manner. 21 Eliminat,e one 01:' 

the unlmowns, z say; this will produce an equE!.tion of the 

form AXLBy:::.. C. Assume by (23) that x~h, y::..g is a solution; 

then the general solution can be written x~f +Bs, y=:g -

hs by article (24). Call these equations, equations #1. 

By substituting in either of' the given equations values of x 

and y one may obtain an equation of the form Fs .\-.Gz .:: H. 

21. Ibid., p.289 
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a( t'- Bs) -\- b(g- As) -\-cz =d 
at \- aBs -\- bg - bAs -r c z :: d 
(aB-bA)s -t- cz.:. d - af - bg, 

or FS4- Gz:::; H, as explained. Assume h, k is a solution of 

the equation. The form by which one may ob+ain solutions of 

this equation is then s ~ h ~ Gt, z ~::. k -- Ft by arti cle ( 24) • 

Substituting for s in #1 one obtains x -:... f+ Bh-I,- BGt, 

y=- g -Ah- Agt. The values 01' x, y, z are obtained by giving 

to t suitable integral values. 

Example: Solve the simultaneous equations 12x--lly-- 4z::: 22, 

and -4xt5y+- z 17. Multiply the second equation by 3. 

12x -lly +-4z -:=. 22 
-12x \-l~Y-\- 3z -=-51 

Y \- 7z -c:..13, or 7z .\,- 4y ::: 73. 

Convert ~ into a continued fraction. The continued frac
~ 

is : -::.. \ ~ 1. ~ • The convergents are _L) ~_ ) ~ 
--\ \T- 3 \ \ -'-i 

o.t.-b~:..l-&:::--\ l-l.~--n:) 

1 t \-- ~ '-j =-.- 'l J., l 'I - \ - 4 . L) 
Il:..- 'l-l:~ =-- L\.~ 'I~""\.- L-\ '-'~ 

'l~:r.. - "\ ~)::: ~ "- \ ..... \ \, -~ 

-=t::~0::':::. t ~L_1--=--~ ::: t:. 
"--\ " -

-=t: -:. I-i-t - ~ 2, ") 'y -::.. /4 ~ - 1 t: 
The po si ti ve solutions must be from '~\ ~ ~ I::: ~ I '-~ 10 

Suppose t:::.. 20. z ::.80 - 73 -::. 7 
'-\ -1 

y ::. 146 - 140 =- 6 

One may find the general solution by (24). 

't 1: \- ~,~ :.. 'l " \ ~ q ~ \>., 

~ \..1:: - _>,\ ~ ~ ~ \ ~ - ~ ') 
~--=-.:'> -:::... p, - t... 

L;, --) 
'I 

~-:'L\S"\-~) ~"'-\~-lS, 
Substitute these values in either of the given equations. 

-4x -\- 5{13-7s\'+ 3 + 4s =-17 
-4x +- 65 - 35s \- 3 -l-4s -=-17 
-4x - 31s-,:. -51 
31& -\--4x :: 51. 
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Using (23) again. first convert ~~ into a continued frac-

tion, 3j =- '1.. ~ L 
l4, \"1- \\- ~ 

• The convergents 8.re 

~\.\ - 'i? .. l..\. =--\ 

:'\5 ~'-\ >< -::: -sv\-\ ~ 5\- ~.'1 
:, \ ls\- ~ \ ') -:.. 4 ~ 5" \ ~ g -',( \ 

') .\-S\ -::.. '"-\ "j '3 -f.. 'l ~ ::. u \:"_~ 
~ -:;-r-) > ' ') 

Positive values of s and x will be obtained when 

Let t _':- 13, s::. 52-51, x:::: 408-403 
s=-l x-=-5. 

Substitute the general form of s in the general forms of y 

and z; y ::..13-7(,4t-5l} 
y =-13 - 28t -\- 357 
y:: 370 - 28t 

Setting t -=-13, y -.: 370 - 364 
y~:.. 6 

Z :: 4{4t-5l) I,- 3 
z =- l6t - 204 ~ 3 
z -=lbt - 201 

z -::. 208 - 201 
z -7 

A solution of the simultaneous equa tiona l2x - lly \-- 4z :: 22 

and -4x.-\- 5y ~ z -.:..l 7 is x .,,- 5 , y ~ 6, z -- 7 • 

28. If one solution in po~itive integers of the equations 

ax.!.- by+- cz ::.d, and a'x A-b'y",.. c' z -- d' is found, the 

22 general solution may be obtained. Often times, however, 

one positive integral solution is all that satisfies both 

equations. Suppose f,g,h is a solution; then af.:. bg-\-ch":::.. 

d, and a' f \-- b 'g+.- c' h::."d ' • 

By subtraction a( x-f} \-- b( y-g) +-c( z-h) =- 0 

and a'(x-f) \--.b~(y-g) \-c"(z-h)~ 0 

"Multiply the first e')uation by b' and the second by b. 

22. Ibid., p.290. 

• 
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La.~'-C\\\v)~,><'_ ~)-l'DL\- ~c.\L+:-"'''l=-G 
~ 0.. '0 \ - C ... \ \, \\.;(. - \: ') -_ (In \_ \ \ \\ _ I \ 

\ C \') L_ \.. t v, I 
''f... -- \- ::.. ~ _ '? _ ::.. "!::-
'Io1....'_\)'C \..,.\o\-c,\\' \'" 

where t is some integer and k is the greatest common denomi
'\\ 

nator. The third unknown is y, andAis found from the expres-

in the same manner as x and y. Thus the 

general solution is x:'" 

t ~ ~.\- (G\'" \~ \- C. \ \")) s . 
'-<.. 

The more important uses of terminal continued have now 

been pointed out and demonstrated. Another phase of contin-

ued fractions which proves useful at times will now be in-

troduced. 

It has been shown that a terminating continued fraction 

has rational ouotients and may be reduced to an crdinary frac-

tion with an integral numerator and denominator; a term-

inating fraction therefore c~not be equal to an irrational. 

A quadratic irrational, however, can be expressed as an in-

finite continued fractjon whose quotients recur. To assist 

in understanding the theoretical conversion of a quadratic 

irrational to a recurring continued fraction, an example will 

first be presented. 
::", ~(e. ',', 

Example: t\ ~19 as a continued fraction, and find a 

series of fractions approximating its value. F1:rst find the 

grea test integer in Sf9. ,)9 -::. 4 t C 19-4) 

now multiply ( ~ -

Ji9 '=-4 i-( J19-4) 

4) by its conjugate. 

( ,\Y9 \- 4) 

JI'\ ~ y \-
~-l~'\ \-'-\ '\ 

ll'\ - \ .~~J _ L\ \- 2-
~\ \-~ 

\ --
rz::\ \- 4 

.~ 
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Continue this process with .J ~~~_~ ~ fl"'\ \--~~\=- ), \, ( ~ \r~_~_ .z ') 
.. ~ 2> :.s 

:::..)- \- rlc-\ \- L\,- \., ~2. ~ l fV\_~ 1 \ j\:"" '" l. '\ =.. 'L -\- !i-
__ -1... -\-.-L-----"3--.- ~ C~~\~-L -Sl-~ T 2.. 
- JT'0:-~ 

Repea t fo r r19 \- 2, -~nd so on. \ \- J \~--=-~ 

L 
S '') 

\ \ l \ 

~~ \-~ 
- \-

,fir" ~ ~ 

\ \- U~~~ _=_~ ,,\. r~'0: 2.J ::: 
.;; ~\r\ ~ .~ ') 

2_ 

)-\- f\'\ -3 - 2> *" 
:::; --

~-

l\C" \--3> 

~ -\- 3 -::. \ ~ SJ:i __ -:-: 1._ .'" \ \-~ 
5" <) J 1< t-"'-- "-

ViC, t-"l.. ::. l.. \... r \ "\ - '4 :: L.. -\- _\_ \ \ ''\ \- 4.;::. ~ \- C ~\. - '--\ ') 
~ ---;;- \1\" .. '-\ ') 

After 8 the quotients 2, 1, 3, I, 2, 8, recur; thereforefl9 =~ 
L\ \- L 'l L i. \_ \_ i 

1--+ \ \- J "" \ +- - \ 
J_.I,- >I -\- ~ • , 

It is of importance to note that 

after 8 the quotients recur, and that 8 is twice the first 

quotient of 4; it will be shown later that the Quotients do 

recur as soon as the cuotient which is double the first is 

obtained. 

The first seven converg,ents 
'4 and wo ul d be, by art i c Ie ( 8) , -, 

are found just a,s before, 

C\ \:, q ~ 1.,\ 
-i' -3'') '-I) ..... ) 

:.> 

jle l~l..\ 
~\ '} '»). \ ) ~ If the last quotient was to be taken 

l-

as the value of .119, the error would be less than . _..\._ \.")... ( \ .. \ 
\.'~-lLI ) 

or less than L 
l~1.i.')'l. 

which eQuals 
_\ 

Q) finally the 

error is less than .00001. Thus the seventh convergent gives 

the value correct to at least four decimal places. 

With this introduction on how to form a recurring con-

tinued fraction, we may more easily understand the theoretical 

conversion of a quadratic irrational into a recur-ring con-

tinued t'raction. 

29. One may always convert a quadratic irrationa.l into a 

recurring continued fraction. 
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Suppose N 1s a positive ~n'teger which is not an exact square 
1-

and C\ is the greatest exact square \(\ N; 
\ 

Let bl be the greatest integer 

~~l r i\.) 

In general 

where 

Similarly 

where 

C", -\- ~,Ir ~-, 1- \-- \')? "r '\. '-I, \-

be expressed as a continued fra.ction. It has not been shown 

that the periods recur, but this will be shown later. 

Since every recurring continued fraction or periodic 

continued fraction occurs from a quadratic irrational, it 

would be safe to assume that, given the periodic continued 

fraction, one could rind the cuadra tic irrational. 

30. Every periodic continued fraction is eoual to one of' the 
23 

roots 01' a quadratic equation whose coefficients are real. 

Assume x represents the continued fraction, and y the recur-
, .~ ~- ~ 

ring part , that is >- -- 0" '!or. \:) .\,. '-- \- ,.-\\- " 
:\._ \ L, 
'v, \;- '\<. +- '\ ') 

'\ ~ i. ~ \ L where a, b, c, ... , h, m, n, 
vv \. \- '\-"\ \- '" \- - ''..,. -\- '--) ) 

v 
.. ~~ u, v, are positive integers. Suppose ~ are . . . , 

(\L \ fL' 
the convergents to x corresponding to the succeBsive quotients 

h, k respectively; since y is the complete fraction, 
\ 

P 'v\ , ,.' 
\ .J' ---_. \ by article (11). 
(L':, \.- )_ 

23. Ibid., p. 293. 
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v- ''1 1--., ~ -- \' -1'-. ~ 
.-. J i'-I.=·\'\ 

~\ 
\ 

~\ 
be the convergents successive to the quotients 

roots are real and of opposite signs; if the positive value 
., - ~ , -) 

of y be substituted into )(.--I;.".--'::::;~\ 
IL' '-\ """'L 

the denominator the value of x is of the 

') 'by rationalizing 

fo rm A.~'" JJ;; whe re 
c~ 

A, B, and C are integers, with B being positive since the 

value of y is real. One has found the value of t.he irra

tional which had been converted into a recurring frac~tion. 

An irrational of this form will not always follo~r the normal 

irrational when converted into a continued fractj.on. The 

second period does not necessarily begin with , nor does 

the periodic part necessarily begin with the second partial 

quotient. One can observe' in the example that the second 

periodic cycle does not start with ; however, when 

only an irrational square root is involved, the pattern will 

be as previously described. 
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. -::-'\ i. L L \_ Example: Express '1\ \- )_t- ~.\- 2_ '\ ,~" 0." as an irrational. 

y .::.. the periodic part, or "I - L ~ '-/. ' J -\ - L .L 'J 
- 2.\-?Y--'r I ') r-.. - ,_ \- ~.~ \ 

but xc.. y.\.l, therefore y=.x-l. -A..-V-:.. ~ L---
'-"'" ~ \-)(-\ 

'f.... - \ -,- \:- ~ \ ,__~:._J.._",,-, '-"'-
~:"..,:..-\ b\-L><-~\-\ 

j.,. - \::- '62-'=-
l... ,;-<., \- .::; 

"2., ","'-_- ~ .>< _ ,,- -:::.. y-.. \- L 
''2- x ,-- -)..,. "" - "''\ - CJ 

If -:-- --L \- .J \, c: 
) 

the irrational sought. 
1-\ 2-

Example: Find the difference of the squares of the continued 

fractions 

'-':') -=-. "-- '- (\. 
7<..--(, -~ ~ __ 

Lv...\- "f.,. -c\ 

"f......- C\. ::~ __ 

X. \- zA... r'--

f--. 1,_ ~ ,- ".:. \) ) 0..""'(\ Y-... -:::., ~ c'-L... -\' \~ 

In a similar manner, '/...... " " 
\.., \- rL "'\ c\, 

'f-... \- '- '~ 
'1...\ \- C 

(->-
2..,- \:- L('. \ 

L<.....\ ~ ..... ... 

~6 ') 1 __ c'\.-- -=- c\ 
\. '/..,\ '\ "L -_ c'" \. <.\ 

\ ,--_ .... """. 
-;.... "" ,I \.... '\..- -\ ( \ 

The difference of the squares of the continued fractions 

and 

is C, 'l-- +- \:, _ Q"'-- -~9.. " 

It was stated earlier that a recurring conti.nued f'rac-

tion consists of recurring periods; thus far this: has been 

assumed. 
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This fact will, after some necessary preliminary material 

has been established, be proved. It is evident t.hat the 

period will begin whenever any complete quotient is first 

repeated. (29) 

From (29) it appears that the quantities aI' rl,bl , b2, 

b3 •.•• , are positive integers. This is true becs.use al 

is the greatest positive integer in N. ThereforeJN>al' and 

N2-a
1

2 is positive. Since N2-a1
2, is r l , r l is positive. 

Also b p b 2, b3 •••• , are positive for the same r€~ason a 1 is 

positive. 

31. It will now be proven that the quantities a2' a3' a4 ••• , 

r 2 , r 3 , r 4 •••• , are 8.lso po s1 ti ve integers. 24 Suppose -~~) 
~ ~_\\ ' and (1..." are three consecutive conver€~entB toJN; 

L 

let 
1\ 

£- be the convergent corresponding to the partial 
11-l\ 

The complete quotient as defined earlier is 

hence \I N --

\ r--? ,;N l ,- J r \- \ 'r-, \ 

Equating rationals and irrationals one has 

# 
'-I " r" () \ r-...\ -¢-", \ r-;::-, - (l -, \ j-- \.- r-:--

1 'v" V\ \' 1- \." \ :: ~ ) /- V ~''4 - ~ '- '" '-1-- ,~ N ~ \ VI. cL j N 

Substituting for rn in #1 one has, 

C\ V\ f \- l \' \ ~ c, --dl l \" ::. (1~ N 

L 

24. Ibid., p. 296. 
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From #1 

Substituting in #2 

But pq' - p'q:.. ~l, and pq' - p'q, ppl - qq lN, and 

N (q,)2 _ (p.)2 have the same sign (20). Therefore an and rn 

are positive integers. Since two convergents precede the 

complete quotient.: N-'~ 1\, the investigation holds for 
c,., 

all values of n greater than one. 

32. It may now be proven that complete and partial quotients 

recur~5 From ar~icle (21) one can see that rnrn_l~ N-an2. 

Also rn and rn-l are positive integers; therefore an must be 
'----~ 

less than,jN, and an cannot be greater than ale Conse·quently 

a.n cannot have any values except 1,2, 3, ••• , ali tha.t is, 

the number of different values cannot exceed ale 

Also, a.n~l~-· rnbn-an; rnbn~ an 1-a n+l,and therefore rnbn 

cannot be greater than 2al • Thusrn cannot have any values 

except 1, 2, 3 ••• , 2a1 ; or, the number of different values 

of rn cannot exceed 2al • Consequently the complete quotient 

cannot have more than 2a1
2 different values. 

25. Ibid., p. 296. 
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Therefore, some one complete quotient, and therefore all 

subsequent ones, must recur. Also bn is the greatest integer 

in,)N __ :~S., ; hence the partial quotients must recur, and 
'IA 

the number of partial quotients in each period cannot be 

2 greater than 2a1 • 

33. 

Therefore an_i\- a~rn_l' since bn _
1 

is a positive interger, 

and~N-ra~/rn-l. But N-an
2 =_rnrn _l (29). Therefore 

IN -an('ttt and al-an<rn. 

34. We have assumed that the period of a recurring continued 

fraction begins with the second partial quotient and term

inates with a partial quotient double the first. 2rr This will 

now be proven. 

In (32) it is shown that a recurrence must take place; 
th suppose the (n-\--l) complete quotient recurs at the (stl)th 

complete quotient; the as -~an' rs ,-:-_rn , and bs =-bn ; if it 

can be shown that as-l~an-l,rs_l~rn_l' and b8-l~bn-l we 

will have shown that if the (n+l)th quotient recurs, so must 

the (nth) quotient and the (n_l)th, and so on. 

2 2 One may establish rs-Irs -=-- N - as'=- N - an :=1'n-l r n , since 

it is assumed that a ::a, rs--=-r, and bs~bn (28). s n n ~ . 
~(A.' -:::-"." ~ • 

Again an-l-t-. an ::--bn-1rn - 1 , as_\~bS_lrs_l=bs-l r n - 1 ; 

therefore an-I-as - 1 =- bn-l rn-l -bs - l rn-l' 

ai\' _l-as-l :;:: rn-l ("btl-l -bs - l J .~ 

26. Ib1d., p. 297. 

27. Ib1d., p. 297. 
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Consequently (Ai..::-\:- l!\. c', -=_\' \) "_\ \, \,. _ \ which equals zero 
\ \n- \ 

or an integer. But by article (33) a1 -an _1z..rn _1' and 

a1-as-V~:: __ rs_l; that is a l - as-l<_rn _l ; therefore an_l-as-l< 

r n _l , and an~! ~ as_l must be less than unity and must 
r'y\' - \ 

be zero since it is either zero or an interger. Consequently 

as_l::...an_l' and also b s - l - bn- l • If, then, the (n\l)th com

plete quotient recurs, the nth complete quotient must recur; 

therefore the (n_l)th complete quotient recurs, and so on. 

This proof holds as in (31), if an is not less tha.n two. 

Hence the complete quotients recur beginning with the second 

quotient fij',t-,C\\ • 
\\ 

From this one can see that the recurrence begins with 

the second partial cuotien~l. It remains to be shown that 

the cycle ends with a partial quotient equal to 2a. Suppose 
1 

is the complete quotient which just precedes the 
C"" 

second complete quotient 

Also a ,a - r b-b • n, 1- J.'~ n - n' 

hypothesis is proven. 

when it recurs; 

quotients; and, 

therefore rn 

35. It may now be shown that in any period the partial 

quotients which are equidistance from beginning and end are 

equal, excluding the last partial quotient. 28 If the last 

complete quotient 1s ~ /'1 ~,'" then rn =-, 1, an - a. and b - 2a 'I' n-- 1· 

28. Ibid., p. 298. 
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We shall Drove r r a _ a b ' b • n-l -=- l' n-l·- 2' n-l '.- l' 

r n - 2 ,:::...r 2' an-2 '-:::,a3' 'bn-2 ~,:.b2· 

If this can be established we will have proved the partial 

quotients which are equidistant from beginning and end are 

equal. 

r n - l =- rnrn_l :'. N-an ~ N-a1
2

-=-_ rl (34). 

also an_Ie\- al= an-l tan .~.rn-l bn_l -:...rl bn_l , and 

a l+a2 -::.rl bl ; therefore al~a2-an_l-a.=rlbl - rlbn_l } 

a2- an_-:l=rl(bl-bn _l ). Hence a 2- c,,",-_\ -:::... \--)\'\~)"' __ \ which 
--c·' 

equals zero or an integer. But c(..~::.="k~,~:\ <"_ (\\'::::~~~::\ , that 
\" \ .. , 

is < (~..:..,~"~,,, -\ which is less than unity (33); thus 
" '", \ 

a 2-an_l :.. 0, a2,-_an_l , and bn_l:::.bn • 

an -2=-a3 , bn~2:\_~nd so on. 

Similarly r_ r 2, 
n-2 

36. At times the penultimate converEents, or the next to 

last convergents of recurring periods prove of use. 29 They 

may be obtained in the following manner. If n is the number 

of partial quotients in the recurring period, the penultimate 

convergents of the recurring periods would be the nth, 20
th , 

th 3n , ••• , convergents. Suppose these are 

fl V\ I.. \ _ L,,\ 'f'" :,. 0,"\_\ (8) • The complete quotient at the 
CV-.. ~,- L.\ ,i .... ;... 'L L, - \ 

same stage is the period -j 
>,. \ L \ ... ; - '\ \ 

\ > \ \-
_0' 

\:"1 L .\ .. ::~ '" 
, . 

\"", - '. "-
< - J 

29. Ibid., p. 299. 
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~- I 
since.IN ~ ~ ~ ~ 

\ b'~ 
\ 

this is equal to a.l...\N , 11 

Consequent1yjN ~ 
~{~, + ";-;:4 \ y \-'\.\- V V"\-\ 

1- 1-
")~ " . .. , '> 

\.-, \;-- " .. 
" '1.-\ 

~ _ r---',\ . 0-
\," \1,. '/-\ ) ('1-V\ + '-L,n-\ 

C1earinJS of -tractions, 
.')f L (at ~N) qn ~ qn-i\ =. (ai' N)Pn \ Pn- 1 ' 

qriN'a1 \- Nqn+ 4Nqn-l c"- &1 P ri+ ~Npn\--Pn_1 • 
Equating rationals and irrationals one has 

qnfNal-\- 31f qn-l ::,~}'t-. Pn 
#1 
and 
#2 

&1 qn -'I--qn-l ::.. Pn 

N qn :,- alP '\-- P n n-l. 
Also 0),,,, can be obtained 

(:;,; \ 

1_.'- V\ 

L 
\-, )... .\, 

by tak-

ing for the quotient which is 

~h 
(7"-
'--~, 

equal to (A,.\ \-

Then V\. '" -:... 
(1.. -z.. '", 

~\ \ \ 
'- \ 

which equals 

equations #1 and #2. 

L-. (N k \--
period. 

General Examples: 
'--2'-'--

A. Convert -: &",1 into a continued fraction, anli check by 

employing article (30) .1(>- \--\ - (\ ~ \(~~:: \.', -,'< \ 

-:::,' u. \- ~,r~\i\--\ _ (L \\~,~,,\. \-'" ') 

'l.. " 
CA. \- G... -\ \ __ t"- L 

,--
\.,0:,,'<--\,\ ':",l\... " 

\\ ('\ 2.., \.- \ 

)_ ,', ~ i \,~::;:'-~-\ \ ') \ '- , '\ ex - .. ,_ c', ) 
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One can see that the next quotient will also be c~a, and so on. 

Consequently the continued fraction is 

Use (30) to see if the correct continued fraction has been 

found. Let x equal the continued fraction. 
'/.. .. ~ p, .\- \... ~ L 

., 1,,\·.' \.. 1 
............. 

'-l. -. \ 
\ ' - \ 

L 

\ 
Therefore y~. x-a; then x-a .:::.. 

\ 

-t -'-
\ 

•. (;"-'- \- \ , %he original irrational • 

B. Show the fourth convergent of the irrational.'i-a:~~-l is 

?S (~ \- '8 ('-'..'2.. \, \ ------"-
2) o. L!,.\- /-\ c'-

to be C\ 

\' 
2, ..... '-\-\ ---_. ) 

) -
'--- '" 

The fourth is then 

By (8) one finds thE3 first convergents 

2::..:::,::L'L ,< .... \-\')'\... c, 

L .:.- (. L c\ ,. ) \- \ 

1\ ()..l, \- \. 

2. ~ .. l. \- \ __ .~) (l...~ +, \., r, )- \- L ... L. \-. \ 

-.--~~ -
Yo, \-- l.. <,.1,- )J .... 

the convergent being sought. 

The theory of continued fractions is quite useful in 

solving indeterminate equations of the second degree, although 

probably not as useful as it was in solving indeterminate 

equations of the first degree. 

A second degree indeterminat~ equation is one of the form, 
ax2 -\- 2hxy +- by .-\- 2gx \- 2fy l .... C :: 0 

where a, b, c, f, g, and h are integers. 
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~n mallY cases one need nC)t use ccmtinucd frc.ctL'Cls to find 

~)C,si ti ve in'::;eg,-"'al v[).lues o.f x anci y. The follo1-Jing method 

may often be applied. 

37. Solving J-" ..L. • :..,{le eqU8."lOn ax2+2hx~r+by2+2gx+2i"'Y+c = 0 as a 

c,u8.dratic one has ax2+X(2hy+2g)+(by2+2fy+c) = OJ by the 

Quadratic formula x = -2hy-2g .:!:.J4 (hy+g) 2 -4a (by2+21"'y+c ) /2a 

x = -hy-g ~Jh2y2+2h:rg+g2-ahy2-2a+y ... ac/a 

ax+hy+g = +Jy2(h2-ab}+2Y(hg-af)+(g2_a:). 30 

If the values of x and yare to be positive integers, the 

expression under the radical, 1Jhich may be denoted as 9y2+ 

2qy+r, must be a I)erfect se-uare; or py2+2qy .... ~C' = 2 z • Solving 

this equation as a quadl'atic in the same manner' as ~ibove, 

one,has py+q = ~Jq2 _pr+pz2; and, as above, the eXT)ression 

undeI' the radical must be a pe:::-fect souare. Suppose this 

2 ~ 2 2 
is equal to t ; then qc.:_pr+pz = t 

222 
q -pr = t -pz, 'Hhere t and z are 

variables, and p, q, and r are constants. Unless this equa-

tion can be solved in positive integers, the original equa-

tion has no posi ti ve integral solutions. rrhis is true be-

cause :py+q ~!Ould contain negative or imacinary roots if the 

solutions aI'e neg["tive, as '.-..Tould ax+hy+g. If' a, b, 2Jld h 

are all posi ti ve, it is obvious that the nmnber of solutions 

is limited, because for large values of x ~:nd yt~le 
• .p slGn o.l. 

the expression on the left in t~1e ori~cin2,1 ccuation deoends 

u~}on that ofax2 +2xy+by2 and thus cannot be zero for large 

positive integral values of x and y. 

30. Ibid., p.303 
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where N and a are positive integers. 3l It is obvious that 

the equation ~+Ny~-: -a has no real roots, and the equation 

x2\-Ny2 -_ a has only a limited number of solutions which 

may be obtained by trial and error. Consequently we shall 

limit ourselves to equations of the form x2_Ny2::: ±a. Again 

we will find certain parts of the theory of cont:1.nued frac-
G 

tions useful in obtaining solut:1ins to equations Clf this fOrIll. 

39. The equation x2_Ny2~_ 1 can a.lways be solved in terms 

of positive integers. 32 Suppose the~N- is converted into a 
') 

continued fraction; let~_ 
(. ) 
\-

be any three 

consecutive integers. Suppose that '-C~T-' \- (, is the complete 

quotient corresponding to r:" 
l.-

C,-, 

one then has rn(pq'-p'q) 

N q,2_p1 2 (31). But rn-:.l at the end of any period (35). 

Therefore p,2_N q 12 ___ p'q_pql, with 
~)\ 

being the penul-
J 

timate convergent of the recurring period. If the number of 
(~ \ 

quotients in the period is even, . \ 

t 
is an even convergent, 

and is therefore greater than N, and likewise greater than 
c' 
"L therefore plq_pql_- 1. (7) Then p,2_N q.2_= 1, and hence 

x~ pi, Y co. q I is a solution of the equa t10n x2_Ny2::::: 1. 

Suppose the number of quotients in the period is odd, 

then the penultimate convergent of the first period is odd: , 

but the penultimate convergent of the second period is an 

even convergent. Consequently integral solutions will be 
i") \ 

found by putting x-==- pi, Y ::_q', where'j; is the penultimate 
1-

convergent in the second, fourth, sixth, ••• recurring periods. 

31. Ibid., p. 304. 

32. Ibid., p. 304. 
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One can see that the number of solutions in either case is 

unlimited. 

40. We shall now consider a method to obtain solutions in 

positive integers of the equation x2_Ny2 -::: _1. 33 Using the 

same procedure as (39), one has pI 2_Nq I 2-::~,p' q-pq I. If 

the number of partial quotients is odd, and if 
: \ 

is an 
L. 

odd penultimate convergent in any recurring p' period, -;:, \ <' () _ L. 
r. , - L.... 

(7) • The re",fo re I 'l-p q-pq '. - • In this case, then, pI 2_Nq , 2 -:-_ 

and integral solutions may again be obtained by letting 
~\ 

I I h X.:.p , y::.q , were is the penultimate convergent in the 

first, thini) fifth, ••••• , recurring periods. 

Example: Solve in positive integers x2-13y2.:::. \. 1 • 

. _. ~ ", \ '\ \ \, 
\ \ I ,. ) \ ,._ 

\' .. \\- \\.\-.,..',.. 

The number of quotients in the period is odd; consequently 

the penultimate convergent of the first period is a solution 

of x2_13y2" -1. The convergents are -:;. ; II ~ i \ 
, /. l 

; consequently x-· 18, y 5 is a solution of x-13y -1. 

By article (36) the penultimate convergent in the second 

recurring period is • There-

fore x:::. 649, y ~,:.180 is a solution of x-13y" 1. 

41. If one solution in positive integers of the equation 
2 2 x -Ny ~ 1 has been found, others may be obtained by employing 

34 the following method. Suppose that x~h, y~k is a solution 

of the equation; then (h2_Nk2)~~ 1, where n is any positive 

integer. Then x2_Ny2.::-.. (h2 -Nk2) ::·1,:. (h2_Nk2)n .. 1. 

33. Ibid., p. 305. 

34. Ibid., p. 306. 

-1, 



(A) • ~)et 

Set 

-37 -

(x+y -IN) (x-y IN') = (n+'1\: ,IN)n (h_l:$)n 

(x+yS) = (h+k.fin
n 

(x-y -IN) = (h~k IN)n • 

, r:nd (13), 

SettinG these factors eeual will not p~cvlded all of the 

·Jossible solution.=., but it will sU;Jply many. Adding (A) 

end (B) ono has 2x = (h+k...\N)n- (h-k W )n. By ascribinG to n 

values of 1,2,3,4,5, •.. , one mny find uXllimited number 

'of values for x and y 1fnich satisfy t:l1.e equation. 

'\ 't' v~.l···' e:'·, 1"01" ,,2_1,h:r2-_ -1 uno may 00 G.ln c!. '-"_ _ 4_ '.J in the (3 rune way. 

'1.1'1.i8 l<lothod is the sar,le as tllo l~revi':)us one ox-

cept that n is restricted to odd v~lues. 

4~~. If one i)ute; x=ax I, y=ay', the equations x
2 

_Ny2 = +a2 , 

r, ? 
or ylC:_',1\7,y''- + 1 ir'~l'c'h N, T 1 lV 0 ~. ., = _ , 'i.L _ illn:.,. 08 SO_ eo, C.S in 35 

(~.O) and (Lj.1). 

" " 43. It h8,s been sho·,.rl1 in al~ticle c: .' (39) that p' _Nq''- = 

TheI'efoI'e if a in tile 
2 r) 

ocuation x -Ny'-= 

+0. is a denor,lin~:.tor of' a cOl'nDlete O"LOt:~cnt Hilich OCCU1~S in 

conve2ting$ into a continued fractiun, and ii' p' /et' is the 

COEVGrf=;ent ob+a.ined by stopping short of the com~Jlete quo-

tient, one 
r) 2 

of tho equations xL_Ny +0. is satisfied by 

tile valuos X=l:J " y=q I • 
36 

AGain, the aid conversen.s ~re all less thDn N, ru:d the 

even are all Grec,-~c2 t1:wn N; con:3ec~l..J.8ntly if lit/Cit is an 
~ ") 

even cL",nv,"'.·,o,~,.', '-".'1 ;'" ~ .• :-=~.')', y. --r· ... ' l' r ~ ~ o~ UT-': 0'1 ~ -P xC: 'J L - • ~- ~v_ ~ -.-. . _. ,.,; ':. ;.:; ..:. uL 1 U.'. - -i\Y = -a. 

This a~)plies On17 if a, is 2, complete ql).otient. 

41-~. 'rhe FletllOd eXDlained in ti1e precedin~~ ELrticle enables 

35. Ibid., p. 306 

36. Ibid., p. 306 
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2 2. us to find a solution of one of the equation x -Ny _.~ a, 

only when a is one of the denominators which occurs in the 

process of converting~N' into a continued fraction. 37 

Example: If the:?-was converted into a continued fraction one 
. ., 

\~- - .., t-. (r;::::; ..., \ - !_ -\-' would find this result. " "\ - i. '.' 1- '-I - , ... 

\ \';- '-;:: , ". \\ 
.- \-," l\L-· 1- \ \ .. \~.; 

..I. , 

I \-L 

.\~::.\ \-. \ _ and so on • 
. -=;; 

The denominators of the complete quotients are 3, 2, 3, 1. 

The successive convergents 
l ) .:; '>? - ) - ) .. ~ )-are \ \ J.. ~ 

If we take the cycle of equations x-7y-=, -3, x-7y '·2, x-7y: -3, 

x-7y- 1, we shall find that they are satisfied by taking for 

x the values 2, 3, 5, 8, 48,~~. • 

45. Apparently then, the number of cases in which solutions 

in integers of equations of the form x 2_Ny2: \ a is limited. 38 -
In an actual numeracal example, however, often times a positive 

integral solution can be discovered by trial and error if a 

does not fit into any of the discussed categor!,es. As an 

example one can easily see that the equation xc:._7y2-:::::.' 53 is 

satisfied by y:~ 2, x-::. 9. 

If one soluti~n is found other solutions may easily be 

obtained by the method now to be explained. 

46. Suppose that x::. f, y. g is a solution of the equation 

x2 _Ny2-:-. a; Ie t x:: h, y - k be any solution of the equa tion 

x2_Ny~_ \. Then x2 ... Ny 2-c: ... (f2_Ng2 ) (h2 _Nk2) <~ 

38. Ibid., p. 307. 
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BJ adcEng fu'1.d .::'.u'otl'acting 2NfCh;c and 2NfG~1~= one has 

= (fh 2:. Ngl-;:)2 -N (fk ,:::. C11.)2. 

222 
II'"' x _NI'y2 - (.Pl r + rTgl-) "IT (-PI- + ("n' \ 2 2 

then x = (fh ! Ngk) , - - -L\. ~.'.r\ .. -~ -!.."\.._i:.J j, 
and x = + (fh+Ngk)2. Hence y = + (:L~k+gh.), and 1';e have the 

general solution of the equQtion. 

Ex8.11mle: As sil.OI/"J"ll. above a solution 
'"' 2 ') ~ 

01 X -7y'- = 53 is x=9, 

y=2. By article (39) a solution of 
2 2 

x -7y = 1 is x=S, y=3. 

Thor-cfol'e x=114, y=43 is another solution of 2 2 x -7y = 53. 

L~7. Up to no ... ·; 'He h2.ve assume :N is net a perfect square; if, 

however, N is a porfect square, the form of the equation 

and t.!:le solution are as folloHs. 39 ,Solve the ecmation 

= a. 3UP)030 a=bc, Hhore b and c arc t,rJO posi t:~ ve 

intesers of T:J;lich b is tb.e larger; then (x+ny) (n-ny) = bc. 

Set x+ny '0, and x-ny = c. If l~he values of x and (I found 

from these equati~ns are integers a solution has been found. 

other solutions may be found by giving band c ot~er values 

such that bc still eauals a • 
. " -

E..-v:.8111flle: B'ind tHO positive inteGe:::'s ullOse sqUQres differ by 

sixty. Su~")posc x and yare the t;,-Jo 
2 r:: 

integers; then x _yL = 60, 

or (x+y) (x-y) = 60. The product of the fallenlin:; pairs of 

inteGcl"3 is 60. 

1,60; 2, 30; 3, 2U; ~., 15; 5,12; 6,10. 

'rhe values souz.~ht are obtained from telG OCjl12.tions x+y = 30, 

;C-y = 2; .x+y = 10, x-y = 6. Tho other equation;:; [;i ve frac-

tional values of x and y. 

'0 
.) " . Ibid., p. 308 
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The solutions are x=l6, y=l4, and x=8. y=6. 

By a si.ailar process one may obts.in the solution in 

positive integers ofax2 +2hxy+by2+2gx+2gy+c=k if the left 

hand member can be resolved into two rational linear factors. 

48. If, in the general e~~uati::m ax2 +2hxy+by 2+2gx+2fy+c=k 

either a or b, or both, are zero, instead of employing the 

method explained in article (37), one may use the sitnpler 

method demonstrated in the following example. 40 

EX;'ID)le: Solve in positive integers 2xy-4x2 +12x-5y=ll .. 

Expre sSing y in terms of x one has ("'.y=- 4.~'-:_\:_ ~ -\- \ \ 
L. ><

If Y is to be an integer " -~~. must be an 
2_ )0(. - -: 

inte.:;er; therefore 2x-5 must be equal to .... ~,~2, !3, and ~-6. 

The cases ~2, '!6 may be rejected since they do not yield 

integers when substituted for x in the expres3ion 

Co~sequently the ~cce)table values of x are obt~ined from 

2x-5~~_1, and 2x-5~~3; the values of x are then 3, 2, 

4, anJ 1. Taking the values in succession we obtain x=3, 

y=ll; x=2, y=-3; x=4, y=9; x=l, y=-l. The posi tiv8 integral. 

solutians are then selected from this grou) of s81utions. 

49. The princi)les already ex}lained are a help,in dis-

covering for what values of the variables given li~ear or 

luairatic functions of x and y become gerfect sQuares. 41 

Example: Find the general ex~res8ions for two )8sitive 

i~tegers I-Thich are such tl:lat if t~leir product is subtracted 

40. Ibid.,- p. 309. 

41. Ibid.,? 309. 

• 



from the sum of their squ~res the difference is a perfect 

square. 

As::;ume the equati:)n is x 2 _xy+y2 = z2. Then x(x_y)=z2_y2. 

This equation is s'ltisfied by the su)ositions mx=n(z+y),. 

n(x-y)=m(z-~, where m and n are positive integers. 

Hence ~x-ny-nz=O (A), nx+(m-n)y-mz=O (B) • 

\"V\ L~ ,_ . - \'~'. ~-. 

I" 7-' .,-

.... \~\'\ \ 
"- -- ."" V-, i 

~ . ( , 

The third ratio in thls 

sinilar manner as 
'l- I-I,'", --V\"I. \~<-,- 1/1 

• Since the given 

equation is homogeneous the general solution nay be written 

Again m and n 

are any two positlve ints3ers, ill being the larger; thus if 

m=7, n=4 one has x=4, y=33, z=37. 

Exam91e: Find the gener~l ex)ressi:)~ for three 90sitive in-

tegers in an arith~etic )rDgreS3iJ~ so that the sum of every 

ti'lO is :1 )erfect i]qu~re. Let the~ri t:1.!l1etic )ro::;ression be 

denoted by x-y, x, x:.+y,J.nd let 2x-y=p2, 2x=q2, 2x+-y=r2 . 

222 ~ 222 T~erefore p +r =2q, or r--q =q -p • 

T~ls equation is s~tisfied by the suP?ositions m(r-q)=n(Q-p)~ 

n(r+q)=n(q+p). From these equations we obttin as in the 
(' 

-- L V previous exs..iU91e, -->-------
v.. ""\" 1.,-.., v, - v",'- .-'" l.~v,)· 

2 222 ? 2 and p=n +2mn-m , q=m-+n , r=m-+2;nn-n • 

) 

\ 
'-:~.~--~"- t ~.- ~'. ,Ir\ ~. V,1; 

Since x - ~ 1.. 



Three integers can now be found whi ch s.:J.ti sfy thE~ original 

conditions. From the value of x it is clear th~t m and n 

are either both even or both odd; also their values must be 

such t~~t x is greater than y, that is 

(m2+n2 )2> 8mn(m2_n2 ) 

m4+2m2n+n4_8m3n+8mn3"> 0 
3 / ~ } 

m (m-8n)+2m-n2 +8:nn)+nLt> 0 
/ 

i-Thich is true if m;'8n. If m=9, then x=3362, y=2380, and 

the numbers are 432, 3362, and 5242. The sums of these 

taken in )airs are 3844, 5774, 9604, iv-hich are the s-luares 

of 62, 82, and 98 respectively. 
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In this paper a few of the important uses of the theory 

of continued fractions have been demonstrated. Equations which 

are extremely difficult to solve without the use of continued 

fractions and related material have been presented. 

There are, however, many other important areas where the 

theory of continued fractions 1s of great importance. These 

areas involve a more general form of the continued fraction; 

in this more general form the numerator of the partial quo

tient need not be unity. This in i teelf is another segluent 

of the theory of continued fractions. Important uses are 

found in the areas of transcendental numbers, theory of 

numbers, and infinite series. 

One can abserve, then that only a small, but important, 

area of continued fractions has been discussed in this paper. 

In the final analysis, one must conclude, that to the higher 

mathematician, continued fractions are of great importance. 
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Appendix 

The following examples are problems whose solutions may be 

obtained by using the techniques introduced in this paper. 

1. Solve in po si ti ve integers, x2 _14y2,::: 1 • 

JT~ -- \ \-
=--) 

[0\ \- L 

i~ 

r~~ t·-t . 
.:.;-

J\i \-') -- --
\ 

~l\-_ 

The convergents are 

1, l,- .2-
~.~\ '\ :., 

l \-- 5-.. 
(1(' ".3 

) 

l- L~.) \ \.. ~ I :~ \ 
\ ' , 'z ILl) .. 

T '-.1 

,,
-' .---

-. 

Then x-::15, y-o.14 by (39). By (36) the second penu1 tima te con-

vergent is ·-t~-~~-
i '- t ... 

Then x~49, y~120 is another solution. 

2. Solve: xy-2x-y 8. By article (48) one has x( y-2) -._ 

X:=.. J.- \- .. '2.-. 
\ ') - '- <,':,- i-· 

It appears as though y could be 4, 7, 12 and still yield 

integral values of x. 

If y::.4, x-,..6; y-::7 x =3; y:::.12, x:2. 
) 

3. Solve 3x+3xy-4y:::.14. Once again y( 3x-4)·:..14-3x 

y 
), -><:., 

~ >«- 1.1 

A value of x which yields an integral positive solution is 

x~2, from which y~4. 

4. Find the irrational root of the continued fraction 
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Let x eoual the continued fraction. 
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The irrational root is 

/... - . 'l \- "2 J3'l 

l ( \ 

5. Prove: If c. r_\. 

2. iA ~> 

Il '" \- \ ~~ 

hI,-. c\.:... \.. \:- c\ \- ~ ... -') 

#1 

#2 

and c 'i -: 
r.\ .,. 

then bx-dy -:::.. a-c. 

Subtract #2 from #1. 

xy -\- bx:::· a 
xy-\-dyo. c 

G\. C ~ 

\, t -:-1.. -\- \,.~. '. - \ 

Then bx - dy2 a-c, and the proof is complete. 
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